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PREAMBLE
We, determined AEBR Young Leaders for Cross-border
Cooperation, hereby commit ourselves to achieve a common
vision that youth must take full involvement in regional and
cross-border society development through participation and
information exchange
because we care about the effective implementation of policies and want to
foster its development;
because we care about the welfare of our exceptionally diverse world and
that of every individual and thus, foster its improvement;
because we care about the youth participating and acting in all aspects of
society, including environmental protection, economic and social development;
because we care about a beneficial and effective charter which shall foster
culture, media, reconciliation, promotion and information exchanges, as they
are crucial for a better tomorrow;

And for these ends, inspiration for this Charter has come as a
result from the hard-working youth involved in the AEBR
events all over Europe, taking into account
The European Charter for Border and Cross-Border Regions of the
Association of European Border Regions;
The Madrid Outline Convention on “Transfrontier Cooperation between
Territorial Communities or Authorities” (Council of Europe, ETS No. 106 Madrid, 21 May 1980) and its Additional Protocols (Additional Protocol - ETS
No. 159, Protocol No. 2 - ETS No. 169, and Protocol No. 3 - CETS No. 206.)
that gives a general framework of regulation for the establishment and
operation of Euroregional Co-operation Groupings (ECG);
The EU Regulation of the European Parliament and of the Council of the
17th of December 2013 (No 1302/2013) amending Regulation (EC) No.
1082/2006 on a European Grouping of Territorial Cooperation (EGTC) that
made possible the establishment of the European Grouping of Territorial
Cooperation (EGTC);
The INTERREG - cross-border (Interreg A), transnational (Interreg B) and
interregional (Interreg C) - European Territorial Cooperation (ETC), that is one
of the two goals of cohesion policy and provides a framework for the
implementation of joint actions and policy exchanges between national,
regional and local actors in order to promote a harmonious economic, social
and territorial development of the Union as a whole;
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The European Solidarity Corps - the new European Union initiative which
creates opportunities for the youth to volunteer or work in projects in their
home country or abroad that benefit communities and people throughout
Europe;
The Interreg Volunteer Youth (IVY) initiative aimed at involving young
European volunteers to support, promote and report the concrete achievements
of INTERREG programs and projects, as well as generally promote cooperation
across borders and related values such as but not limited to solidarity;
The Erasmus + EU Program which supports education, training, youth and
sport in Europe and the European strategy 2010-2018 which is formulated for
the purpose of providing equal opportunities for the youth and encouraging the
youth to actively participate in society;
The Council of Europe’s policies regarding youth participation and
involvement in community on the issues of but not limited to: Youth policy,
Human right education, Intercultural learning, Youth information, Youth
participation and Non-formal education;
The United Nations Sustainable Development Goals – SDGs; especially SDG
N. 17: Partnership for the Goals;
The UNDP Youth Strategy 2014-2017: Empowered Youth, Sustainable
Future and other policies and strategies that are providing ground base for
youth development in the field of international and cross-border activism,
policy development, strategic planning and project implementation;

Considering and reconsidering the problems that youth face
today in the field of cross-border and regional cooperation
such as but not limited
To a lack of knowledge on cross-border and regional cooperation issue and
absence of awareness of possibilities for youth, even when youth participates in
projects of transnational and cross-border character (eg. Erasmus Youth
Exchange or Council of Europe youth programs);
To problems within youth enrollment and lack of possibilities and chances
for youth action, lack of information and mechanisms for youth participation in
policy development and strategic regional and cross-border planning and
implementation;
To a lack of youth activity and motivation to get involved in cross-border
and regional cooperation, which represents the biggest problems to our youth;

Having our activities guided by
Encouraging networking amongst the youth across the European continent
with the purpose of regional and cross-border cooperation;
Supporting youth-driven regional and cross-border ideas and activities,
initiating an innovative platform for exchanging ideas and opening a dialogue
between youth and experts, whilst also empowering youth for initiating and
implementing cross-border, regional and transnational cooperation;
Shaping the new generations in spreading the awareness of joint regional
and cross-border messages;
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Raising awareness on how the attitudes and behaviors of youth can bring a
change in communities from both sides of the border;
Changing attitudes to encourage open regional and cross-border
mindedness and promoting cross-border values among the youth by using
social media as an effective communication tool;
Promoting active citizenship of youth in border regions and encouraging
young people for stepping up and taking actions for solving regional and crossborder problems;
Fostering youth participation in the process of regional and cross-border
policy development and strategic planning, whilst also educating communities
on how to work together with young people across the borders;
Advocating for the involvement of regional and cross-border cooperation as
one of the top priorities in programs such as EU Erasmus plus, EU citizens, CoE
and UN youth policies, and others;

And having resolved we do care, we ordain and establish this
renewed Youth Charter for Cross Border Cooperation.
The hereby Youth Charter devises a three-pronged approach
consisting of the following: what can youth do for society?;
what can society do for youth?; and what can youth do for
youth?
YOUTH FOR SOCIETY
This perspective highlights the idea that society can and will
benefit from youth actions and their extended knowledge.
YOUTH FOR SOCIETY can benefit if youth actions consist of
the following suggested activities:
Creating a strategic framework for efficient communication with society as a
whole;
Conducting joint advocacy campaign in order to address key cross-border
problems to the relevant actors, emphasizing implications on socio-economic
development and environmental protection;
Lobbying for the involvement of youth in the decision making process in
order to change existing youth policies;
Conducting a study on the needs of society for cross border cooperation and
advocating for a change in specific policies concerning cross-border regions;
Volunteering in border regions and launching youth initiatives for a better
cross-border society;
Connecting the Young Leaders with society via CBC HUBs.

SOCIETY FOR YOUTH
This perspective refers to the notion that the society plays a
crucial role in shaping the new upcoming generations and
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often the youth indulges themselves in activities dictated by
the society. SOCIETY FOR YOUTH can benefit if the youth
action consists of the following suggested activities listed:
Conducting joint advocacy campaigns in order to address key youth crossborder problems;
Lobbying for financial support for youth cross-border initiatives and making
youth cross-border cooperation one of priorities in the Erasmus + and other EU
programs;
Conducting a study on mapping good models for further inclusion of the
youth in cross-border cooperation and enabling the possibility of youth actors
being included in cross-border and international policy making process;
Educating the youth on cross-border cooperation whilst bringing experts
and the youth together via an online platform, in face to face meetings,
trainings and other events;
Providing internships in the regional and local institutions involved in crossborder and international cooperation.

YOUTH FOR YOUTH
This perspective emphasizes the idea that the youth can
always find support in each other and focuses on their ability
to always find a way through their passion, knowledge and
skills to reach their potential. YOUTH FOR YOUTH can benefit
if the youth action consists of the following suggested
activities listed:
Planning and strategizing an action plan for the cross-border future;
Advocating for the creation of a legal framework for better youth
involvement in regional and cross-border participation;
Creating an online knowledge-sharing platform for the creation of a
network of young leaders for cross-border cooperation;
Raising awareness on cross-border cooperation, opening minds of
individuals, and spreading information through social media and other means;
Organization of educational trainings and creative workshops in
communities;
Organization of CBC camps and CBC bus tours gathering the youth to take
joint actions in the fields of creating a political framework, economic
development, environmental protection, social development, media and
culture, peace and reconciliation and project development.

Added value of implementation of the AEBR Youth Carter for
Cross Border Cooperation will be:
Added value from the perspective: What can Society do for Youth? is a
framework that provides support, opportunity and liberty for the youth to
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achieve their goals, and grow in a positive way. They need to become active
members of society;
Added values from the perspective: What can Youth do for Society? is the
idea that youth as change makers takes responsibilities to change the society;
Added value from the perspective: What can Youth do for Youth? is engaging
in all spheres of society (encouraging other youngsters, colleagues, friends,
classmates, children);
Overall Added value: building friendship and mutual understanding
between youngsters across Europe for better communication, exchange and
cooperation between Youth and Society in border regions.

This Charter is created by young people from all over Europe.
List of all participants that contributed to the creation and
finalizations of the document can be found in Annex I.
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What is the Youth Charter for
Cross Border Cooperation?
The challenges we all face tomorrow

What can Youth
do for Society?

Youth can give
society knowledge
and contributions

The Charter
The framework by which youth will create solutions and project
them into society
The AEBR Youth Charter for Cross-border Cooperation was created by young adults
from all over Europe at the AEBR TFEB youth events during 2016 and 2017. The
Charter aims to formulate a framework for the creation of solutions for improving
youth action. It also aims to increase youth possibilities: to get involved, to initiate
and to implement regional and cross-border activities and to consequently project
such actions into society. The framework consists of three stances: What can Youth
do for Society?; What can Society do for Youth?; and What can Youth do for Youth?

1

2

3

Y FOR S

S FOR Y

Y FOR Y

Society benefits from
the youth

Youth benefits from
society

Youth benefits from its
own actions and
ambition
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What can Society
do for Youth?

Society plays a
crucial role in
shaping new
generations

What can Youth
do for Youth?

We can help each
other through
concrete actions
and knowledge
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What does the Charter
say?
This Charter was developed all over
Europe by young adults, passionate on
how to reconcile differences across
borders
With this Charter AEBR Young Leaders for Crossborder Cooperation created the framework for
achieving common vision that youth must take full
involvement in regional and cross-border society
development through participation and information
exchange. Young people must motivate other
youngsters in their environments to act and
participate in all aspects of society, including
environment protection, economic and social
development. And as far are culture, media and
reconciliation concerned, promotion and positive
information exchanges are crucial for better
tomorrow.

“Young people must motivate
other youngsters to act and
participate in all aspects of
society...”
They include developing social skills, improving
youth possibilities, conquering difficulties and
solving common regional and cross-border
problems. They are connected to each and every
young person, and contribute to the improving
of that person’s ability to participate in social
activities and decision making. We must create a
network of positive energy for youth crossborder, regional and transnational actions.

It is the mission and duty of AEBR Young Leaders to
look for, and gather all relevant problems in order to
find solutions to improve youth action and increase
youth possibilities to get involved, and to initiate and
implement regional and cross-border project. Our
common mission is imbedded in the creation of this
Charter and promotion of youth regional and crossborder activity and action.

HOW CAN YOU PARTICIPATE?

I.

Cross-Border Cooperation Areas/Structures 2011
Régions/structures de coopération transfrontalière 2011
Regionen/Strukturen grenzübergreifender Zusammenarbeit 2011

info@aebr.eu
www.aebr.eu

We are kindly inviting you to give your contribution to the
implementation of the AEBR Youth Charter for CBC by joining
our Network of Young Leader for Cross-Border Cooperation
and take an active role in its Working Groups. After all, it is us
who shape the future we want, and the world we want to live in!
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Northern Europe and Baltic Sea
Europe du Nord et zone baltique
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ARKO (NO/SE)
Vämland-Østfold (NO/SE)
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Mittnorden (NO/SE)
MittSkandia (NO/SE)
Kvarkenrådet (FI/SE)
Österbottens Förbund (FI)
Nordkalottenrådet (FI/NO/SE)
Tornedalsrådet - Bothnian Arc
(FI/NO/SE)
Euregio Karelia (FI/RU)
South-East-Finland - Russia (FI/RU)
Regional Council of South Karelia (FI)
Euregio Helsinki - Tallinn (FI/EE)
Skärgårdssamarbetet (FI/SE)
Peipsi Transboundary Cooperation
(EE/RU)
Euregio “Pskov - Livonia”
(EE/LV/RU)
Euroregion Bartuva (LT/LV)
Euroregion Country of Lakes
(BY/LT/LV)
TRUST Hedmark-Dalarna (NO/SE)
Euroregion Baltic (DK/LT/PL/RU/SE)
Euroregion Łyna - Ława (PL/RU)
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Euroregion Nemunas/Niemen/
Neman (BY/LT/PL/RU)
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AEBR member/Membre de l’ARFE/Mitglied AGEG
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9 Arbeitsgemeinschaft
Alpenländer (AT/CH/DE/

10 Arbeitsgemeinschaft Alp
(AT/HR/HU/IT/SI)

3 SEUPB - Special EU Programmes Body (UK/IE) 11 Adriatic Euroregion (AL/
12 Arbeitsgemeinschaft Do
(AT/BG/DE/HR/ HU/MD/
13 Carpathian Euroregion
(HU/PL/RO/SK/UA)
6 Oberrheinkonferenz (CH/DE/FR)
14 Euroregion Black Sea
(AM/AZ/BG/GE/GR/MD/
7 Communauté de Travail des Pyrénées
4 Neue Hanse Interregio (DE/NL)

5 Großregion SaarLorLux - RheinlandPfalz - Wallonien (BE/DE/FR/LU)

EGTC member of AEBR
GECT membre de l’ARFE
EVTZ Mitglied der AGEG
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Large-scale and complex Crossborder Cooperation
Coopération transfrontalière vaste et complexe
Großräumige und komplexe grenzübergreifende Zusammenarbe
1 Nordisk Ministerråd
(DK/FI/IS/NO/SE)

15
Arbeitsgemeinschaft Europäischer Grenzregionen (AGEG)
Asocíatión de Regiones Fronterizas Europeas (ARFE)
Association des régions frontaliéres européennes (ARFE)
Association of European Border Regions (AEBR)
Comunità di lavoro delle regioni europee di confine (AGEG)
Europæiske grænsregioners Arbejdsfællesskap (AGEG)
Werkgemeenschap van Europeese grensgebieden (WVEG)
Associação das Regiões Fronteiriças Europeias (ARFE)
∑úvδεσμoς Euρωπαϊκών Σuvoιακώv Пεριφερειώv (ΣEΣП)
Stowarzyszenie Europejskich Regiononów Granicznich (SERG)
Aсcoциaция Eвpпeйcкиx Пригрaничныx Peгиoнов (ΑΕΠΡ)

Central and Eastern Europe
Europe centrale et orientale
Mittel- und Osteuropa
31 Euroregion Puszcza Białowieska
(BY/PL)
32 Euroregion Bug (BY/PL/UA)
34 Euroregion PRO EUROPA VIADRINA
(DE/PL)
35 Euroregion Spree-Neiße-Bober Sprewa-Nysa-Bóbr (DE/PL)
36 Euroregion Neiße-Nisa-Nysa
(DE/CZ/PL)
37 Euroregion Glacensis (CZ/PL)
38 Euroregion Praděd - Pradziad
(CZ/PL)
39 Euroregion Silesia (CZ/PL)
40 Euroregion Těšínské Slezsko - Śląsk
Cieszyński (CZ/PL)
41 Euroregion ELBE/LABE (DE/CZ)
42 Euroregion Erzgebirge Krušnohoří (DE/CZ)
43 EUREGIO EGRENSIS (CZ/DE)
44 Euregio Bayerischer Wald Šumava - Mühlviertel (DE/CZ/AT)
45 Euregio Silva Nortica (AT/CZ)
46 Euroregion Weinviertel Jižní-Morava - Záhorie (AT/CZ/SK)
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47 Euroregion Bílé
(CZ/SK)
48 Euroregion Bes
(PL/CZ/SK)
49 Euroregion Tatr
50 Euroregion Dne
51 Euroregion Yaro
52 Euroregion Slob
(RU/UA)
53 Euroregion Don
54 EuroCaucasus (
3.

North West Eu
Europe du Nor
Nordwesteuro
61 North West Reg
Group (IE/UK)
62 Irish Central Bo
Network (ICBAN
63 East Border Reg
(IE/UK)
64 Ireland - Wales C
Cooperation (IE
65 Kent/Sussex - N
Calais/Picardie
66 Lille Eurométro
(FR/BE)
67 Euregio Schelde
69 Ems Dollart Reg
(DE/NL)
70 EUREGIO (DE/N
70a Provincie Overi
71 Euregio Rhein-W
71a Provincie Gelde
72 euregio rhein-m
(DE/NL)
73 Euregio Maas-R
73a German-Speaki
Belgium (BE)
74 EuRegio SaarLo
75 Région Alsace (
76 Eurodistrict REG
(DE/FR)
77 Regio Basiliensi
(CH/DE/FR)
78 Regionalverban
Oberrhein (DE)
79 Conférence Tran
(CH/FR)
80 Comité régiona
- Canton de Gen
Région Rhône-A
81 Conseil du Lém
Savoie - Vaud - V
(CH/FR)
82 Eurodistrict Trin
(CH/DE/FR)
4.

Alpes and Dan
et Danube / Al
raum
90 Eurorégion Alp
(FR/IT)
91 Conférence des
italiennes (CAFI
92 Conférences de
(FR/IT)
93 Espace Mont-Bl

